
SKI INSTRUCTOR CANDIDATE

Training Location:
Alpbach

Target group:

Young professionals

Training Objective:

Graduates  are  proficient  in  giving  ski  lessons  on  secured  slopes  and  have  the  necessary  professional

competence in theory and practice. 

Contents:

The training course starts with a short check of the candidates' skiing skills. 

In theory, the following subjects are taught:

Movement  and  teaching  theory,  equipment  theory,  skiing  lessons  for  children,  first  aid,  occupational

science,  nature  and  environmental  science,  introduction  to  the  current  trend  sports  (alternative  snow

sports), as well as tourism science. 

The practical part, on the other hand, includes the main points of the so-called "school driving" (curricular

demonstration of the exercises in elementary school for adults u. Children, as well as the understanding of

the movement of the learner). Another part is the practical methodical exercises for adults and children.

This mainly involves describing and demonstrating elementary school movement sequences in the form of

teaching rehearsals and teaching performances. The recognition of mistakes and the correct application of

corrections is another essential point that contributes to the success of good teaching. 

Testimonial:

After positive completion of the examination, the candidate receives a certificate from the Office of the

Tyrolean Provincial  Government.  This  represents  the legal  professional  authorization  as  a  ski  instructor

candidate.
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Course Schedule:
08:00 am - 9:30 am theory lessons 
10:00 - 15:45 Practical lessons 
16.15 - 17.15 Theory lessons (on the 1st day 18.00) 
Due to weather conditions, the daily schedule may vary. 

Expected course end on 27.01.2023 at approx. 14:00 hrs.
There is a 100% attendance requirement throughout the course.

Appointment:

18.01. - 27.01.2023

Training Location:

Alpbach

Meeting place:

18.01.2023 at 8:45 am in ski clothes valley station Pöglbahn - Inneralpbach

Equipment:

- Complete ski equipment 

- Helmet (helmet is compulsory during the entire training!)

- Medical certificate

- Deposit slip, if payment has not already been confirmed

Course Instructor:
Hausberger Hannes 

Mobile: +43 664 / 92 73 930 

E-mail: hannes.hausberger@gmail.com

Cost:

Course fee, examination tax, stamps, administration fee, scripts, teaching scheme.

TOTAL COST: € 730,-per person 

The lift costs in the amount of € 15.00/day are to be paid in cash directly on site. 
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Special rates for aspirant training:

Haus Andreas | center of Alpbach - 2 min. to bus and lessons www.bischofer.at

Haus Gmahblick | 6 minutes to the bus and classes www.alpbachtal.at/gmahblick

Otherwise an e-mail to ski.snowboard@alpbach-aktiv.com or 0043 5336 5351   

Terms of payment:

Bank transfers: free of charge until 10 days before course start at the latest

Recipient: Tyrolean Ski Instructors Association

Bank details: IBAN AT052050303300679291 BIC: SPIHAT22 Tiroler Sparkasse Bank AG

! If payment is not made in time, participation is not possible without exception !

Please refer to our terms and conditions including the cancellation fee policy. 

Participation Requirements:

- Written registration using the registration form or online registration at least 14 days before the start of

the course.

- Completed 16 years of age by the examination date. 

- Medical certificate of appropriate physical fitness (the form for this can be found on the last page of the

announcement).

- Own skills - safe skiing on red marked slopes. If the necessary ability is not available, participation in the

training course is not possible. The course fees will be refunded in this case.

Health, accident and liability insurance:

Each participant is responsible for taking out sufficient health, accident and liability insurance.

We expressly point out that the language of training and examination is German.

Registration deadline:

04.01.2023
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MEDICAL CONFIRMATION

For the training instructor course of the Tyrolean Ski Instructors Association from _________to_____________ 

(course date) in________________________(course location)

It is hereby confirmed that Mr./Mrs.

Last name First name

Born on 

Residing in 

is physically and mentally healthy. 

From a medical point of view, there are no concerns for him/her with regard to participation in the above-

mentioned course.

______________________________________________________________

DateDoctor 's signature 

(general practitioner)

This confirmation must be presented to the course instructor at the beginning of the course and must not be
older than 3 months.
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